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An algorithm implemented in Rosetta correctly predicts the folding
capabilities of the 17-residue N-terminal arm of the AraC gene regulatory
protein when arabinose is bound to the protein and the dramatically different
structure of this arm when arabinose is absent. The transcriptional activity of
43mutant AraC proteinswith alterations in the arm sequenceswasmeasured
in vivo and compared with their predicted folding properties. Seventeen of
the mutants possessed regulatory properties that could be directly compared
with folding predictions. Sixteen of the 17 mutants were correctly predicted.
The algorithm predicts that the N-terminal arm sequences of AraC homologs
fold to the Escherichia coli AraC arm structure. In contrast, it predicts that
random sequences of the same length and many partially randomized E. coli
arm sequences do not fold to the E. coli arm structure. The high level of
success shows that relatively “simple” computational methods can in some
cases predict the behavior of mutant proteins with good reliability.
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Introduction

In the past few years, computational methods have
become increasingly successful in designing and
redesigning proteins.1–6 Such success raises the
question of whether the computational methods that
have been developed to predict the folded structure of
an amino acid sequence can be used for related
problems. For example, if the structure and activity of
a wild-type protein are known, can the activities of
mutants be predicted? While prior knowledge of the
structure and activity of the native protein is helpful,
the problem is particularly difficult for two reasons:
First, the relevant energydifferences between thewild
type and the mutant protein in general will be much
less than the overall stability of a folded protein—a
criterion by which correct folding is often assessed.7

Second, the structural changes induced by most
mutations are relatively small, and at present, it is
not possible to relate such changes to changes in
enzymatic or regulatory protein activities.8–10
One of the major hurdles in relating structural

changes with changes in activity is the lack of
suitable data sets from experimental studies on
which computational methods can be trained and
ress: schleif@jhu.edu.
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tested. The necessary experimental studies would
include a considerable set of mutations whose
activity has been characterized systematically.
AraC protein, the regulator of the L-arabinose

operon in Escherichia coli, provides a unique oppor-
tunity to evaluate the effectiveness of computation in
a problem intermediate between predicting the
folding of a protein and predicting the change in
activity due to aminor structural change induced by a
mutation. AraC protein regulates the synthesis of the
arabinose uptake and catabolic enzymes in response
to arabinose. A considerable body of evidence has
accumulated for a particularly simple on-and-off
mechanism of the protein known as the light-switch
mechanism.5,11–15 In this, in the absence of arabinose,
the 20 or so N-terminal amino acids possess one
conformation and the protein acts to repress. In the
presence of arabinose, the arm, and only the arm,
dramatically restructures and the protein acts as an
inducer. In this case, and this is the only case thus far
known by the authors, it should be possible to predict
the activity of mutant AraC proteins by predicting
whether mutant N-terminal arms of the protein can
fold to the repressing structure in the absence of
arabinose and to the inducing structure in the
presence of arabinose. Further recommending AraC
for such an analysis is the fact that the relevant
structures are known and there exists a very
d.
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considerable body of knowledge about the regulatory
properties of wild-type and many mutant proteins.
The basic mechanism of the AraC protein is shown

in Fig. 1. In the absence of arabinose, the protein's
two DNA binding domains are rigidly held to the
dimerization domain,16 an interaction in which the
23 N-terminal amino acids play a key role.5,14,17 This
conformation of the protein favors its binding to two
nonadjacent DNA half-sites and the formation of a
DNA loop that interferes with RNA polymerase
access to the promoter.18 When arabinose is present,
its binding to the dimerization domain of AraC
makes it more favorable for the N-terminal arm of
the protein to fold over the arabinose than to
mediate the interaction between the dimerization
and DNA binding domains.5,19 This relocation of the
N-terminal arm frees the DNA binding domains
from their constraints in orientation and position
and allows them to bind to the two adjacent DNA
half-sites alongside the RNA polymerase binding
site instead of forming a DNA loop.11 The absence of
the DNA loop and the presence of AraC bound to
the two DNA half-sites beside the RNA polymerase
binding site activate the initiation of transcription by
RNA polymerase, leading to a 100-fold induction of
expression of the adjacent ara genes.20,21

The available evidence suggests that the restruc-
turing of the arm from its apo structure in the
absence of arabinose to its holo structure in the
presence of arabinose is the triggering effect of the
binding of arabinose.22,23 Any arabinose-induced
structural changes in the core of the dimerization
domain are thought to play almost no role in the
protein's response to arabinose.
In the work reported here, we developed a

straightforward computational protocol for refold-
ing the regulatory arm of wild-type AraC protein in
the presence and in the absence of arabinose. We
applied the same protocol to mutant arm sequences
and found that the protocol correctly predicted the
behavior of 16 of 17 mutants.
Results

Structure prediction of the N-terminal arm

Biochemical experiments have shown that folding
of the arm to its apo structure in the absence of
arabinose and folding to its holo structure in the
presence of arabinose do not require the presence
of the DNA binding domain.5,22,23 Therefore, the
DNA binding domain was omitted from all the
calculations described here. Furthermore, residues
1–6 of the protein may be deleted without effect on
the protein's regulatory properties,14 and these
residues generate little or no electron density in
X-ray crystallography.22,23 Therefore, these residues
were also omitted from the computations. In the
computations, residues 24–166 of the dimerization
domain were retained in their native conformation,
and only residues 7–23 were allowed to vary in
conformation through unfolding and refolding.
The nonregular structure of the N-terminal arm

and the paucity of its contacts with the dimerization
domain pose a substantial problem in structure
prediction quite similar to that of predicting the
structure of a large loop. Initial experiments showed
that de novo folding of the N-terminal arm from
completely random structures did not yield correct
structures within reasonable amounts of computa-
tion. Therefore, we used only partially unfolded
structures of the arm as the starting points of folding
attempts.
Each structure prediction attempt starts by par-

tially unfolding the N-terminal arm from the starting
holo or apo structure to form semirandomized
structures. The “unfolding” was performed by
randomly changing the values of all 34 of the φ
and ψ polypeptide backbone angles of the arm
residues from their native values by Gaussian-
distributed values with a standard deviation of
20 degrees. Refolding followed the same protocol
Fig. 1. Light-switch mechanism
of action of AraC protein. In the
absence of arabinose, the N-termi-
nal arm is in one position and AraC
binds to the I1 and O2 half-sites and
forms a loop that represses expres-
sion of the genes. When arabinose is
added, the arm is in an alternate
position and the loop opens as
AraC binds to I1–I2, from which it
activates transcription. AraC con-
sists of nearly independent DNA
binding domains and dimerization
domains and an N-terminal arm
that controls the orientational free-
dom of the DNA binding domains
in response to arabinose.
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for both the holo and apo arm structures (see
Supporting Information). Rosetta was used to
predict wild-type and mutant apo and holo arm
structures. The structure prediction algorithm was
run 1000 times, creating 1000 candidate structures.
For each of the mutant sequences, the energy score is
plotted against the root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) for the arm from the starting (wild-type)
structure.

Structure prediction of the mutants

We applied the unfolding–refolding protocol as
described in Supporting Information to 43 mutants,
in each case starting from semirandomized apo and
semirandomized holo arm structures. Table 1 shows
the mutants studied, their in vivo regulatory prop-
Table 1. Mutants of the N-terminal arm and their
regulatory properties and foldability

Mutation −Ara levela +Ara levela
Holo

foldabilityb
Apo

foldabilityb

Wild type b1 100 10 10
D7A b5 20 8 10
P8A b2 150 9 10
P8G 100 200 6 9
P8H 30 200 8 10
P8T 25, 100 100 10 10
P8V b5 b5 10 10
L9A 90 90 6 10
L9C 200 350 6 10
L9D 150 150 3 8
L9G 250 150 6 9
L9H 300 300 8 10
L9P 100 200 9 1
L9S 200 200 5 9
L10A 100 150 9 10
L10C 10 150 8 9
L10D 200 200 9 9
L10I 10 100 9 5
L10N 200 200 10 9
L10R 150 200 10 9
P11D 50 300 8 10
P11R 200 200 10 10
P11Y 30 100 4 10
G12A 10 200 8 9
G12F b2 200 8 10
G12T 50 400 8 10
Y13E 100 80 2 10
Y13K 120 120 2 10
Y13P 200 100 1 10
Y13S 100 100 6 10
Y13T 100 100 3 10
S14A 100 150 10 10
S14E 100 100 7 9
S14L 200 100 6 6
S14T 10 100 10 10
F15A b5 b10 4 10
N16A 5 200 10 10
N16R b2 25 9 8
N16T 100 200 9 7
A17S 1 100 9 10
H18L 100 100 9 10
H18R 5 110 10 10
L19Q 5 100 7 10
V20G 100 100 5 8

a Expressed as the percentage of fully induced wild-type
L-arabinose isomerase level.

b As defined in Materials and Methods.

Fig. 2. Arm plus dimerization domain (native, cyan)
showing good (lilac) and poor (blue) arm refolding
attempts. The arabinosemolecule is depictedusing spheres.
erties, and the final structure prediction results.
Figure 2 shows examples of “good” and “bad”
predicted arm structures of refolded Leu10 mutated
to Ile overlaid with the wild-type arm structure.
Experiments show that this mutation does not have
an effect on the arabinose response of AraC, and we
therefore expected it to fold to the holo structure, as
was found. Here, the good, low-energy prediction is
within 0. 5-Å RMSD to the native and the bad, high-
energy prediction is more than 3 -Å RMSD from the
native.

Comparison of in vivo regulatory properties and
computational structure prediction results

Two basic in vivo regulatory properties have been
measured for each of the mutants used in this study.
The first is the in vivo expression level controlled by
AraC protein of the ara genes in the absence of
arabinose. When this level is significantly above the
normal uninduced level found in wild-type cells, the
mutation is called constitutive. A constitutive muta-
tion interferes with the interactions necessary to
hold the DNA binding domains such that DNA
looping and repression are preferred. As shown in
Fig. 3, a mutant arm can produce constitutivity in
two ways: First, the mutant arm may fail to fold on
the dimerization domain to the apo structure that is
necessary for interacting with the DNA binding
domain. Second, the arm may properly fold to the
apo structure but an altered side chain may interfere
with the binding of the DNA binding domain to the
dimerization domain–apo arm structure.
The second property that has been measured for

the mutants is whether cells harboring the mutant
AraC further induce the ara operon when arabinose
is added. This induction by arabinose is masked in



Fig. 3. Two mechanisms for producing constitutivity:
the arm does not fold on the dimerization domain as the
wild-type arm does, and the arm folds but the folded arm
does not bind the DNA binding domain.
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the case of high-level constitutives, however, be-
cause the level of ara enzymes is high already, and
greater induction is not possible or cannot be
discerned. The key point for the work being
reported here is that any mutant that in vivo displays
an arabinose response (i.e., that detectably further
induces the ara enzymes when arabinose is added)
must upon calculation be capable of folding to the
holo structure. As explained above, the converse, “a
mutant capable of folding to the holo structure must
display an arabinose response in vivo,” need not be
true. Such a mutant could be a high-level constitu-
tive because the arm is unstructured in the absence
of arabinose and the arm could remain unstructured
in the presence of arabinose.
Since the response to arabinose should exist both

in vivo and computationally, we have compared the
two. It is important to understand that only those
mutants with arabinose response shown in vivo can
be directly compared with the computational pre-
Table 2. The sequences and foldability of N-terminal arms o

Bacterial strain

National Center for
Biotechnology

Information similarity
score to E. coli AraC

Numbe
iden
E. c

E. coli 611 2
Klebsiella pneumoniae 342 538
Pectobacterium carotovorum 321
Dickeya dadantii Ech703 318
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis IP32953 318
Aeromonas salmonicida 313
Leptothrix cholodnii 303
Vibrio furnissii 258
Actinobacillus succinogenes 255
Reinekea sp. MED297 250
Pantoea sp. At-9b 229

a Uppercase residues are the same as those in the E. coli arm seque
b As defined in Materials and Methods.
dictions. In these cases, the arabinose response is
predicted computationally by the ability of the arm
to refold to its native holo structure in the presence
of arabinose. Reference to Table 1 shows that
the mutants displaying such an arabinose response
in vivo are D7A, P8A, P8H, P8T, L10I, L10C, P11Y,
P11D, G12A, G12F, G12T, S14T, N16R, N16A, A17S,
H18R, and L19Q. All but 1 of the 17 mutants that
display an in vivo arabinose response, P11Y, were
predicted computationally to refold to the correct
holo arm structure (foldability as defined inMaterials
and Methods, ≥7). As explained above, only these
mutants can be directly compared with computa-
tional results.
In addition to computationally testing whether

each of the 17 mutants can fold to the holo crystal
structure, we performed similar computational fold-
ing tests on the remaining 26 arm mutants. Of the 43
mutant arm sequences analyzed, including those not
compared with experimental activity (Supplementa-
ry Fig. 5), 28 were found to refold to the holo arm
structure. If there were only a random connection
between displaying an arabinose response and
folding to the native holo structure, the probability
that 16 of the 17 with an arabinose response would
refold is 0.005 (see Supporting Information). Thus,
the high success ratio is significant.

The foldability of the arms of AraC homologs
and random arm sequences

The existence of homologs of the E. coli AraC gene
provides an additional test of arm folding. A search
of the National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion database for homologs of AraC yields more
than 65,000 entries with a sufficiently high level of
similarity as to ensure a highly similar tertiary
structure in the regions of homology. For most, the
homology covers only the DNA binding domain of
AraC. There remains, however, a very large number
possessing significant homology to the dimerization
domain as well. Clearly, some (i.e., RhaR, RhaS,
MelR, and XylS) do not regulate in response to
n presumptive arabinose-responding AraC homologs

r of residues
tical with
oli AraC Sequence of N-terminal arma Holo foldabilityb

92/292 DPLLPGYSFNAHLVAGLT 10
266 DPLLPGYSFNAHLVtGLT 6
202 nPLLPGYSFNAyLVAGLT 10
198 nPLLPGYaFNAyLVAGLT 10
162 nPLLPGYtFNAYLVAGLT 10
197 nPLLPGYaFdvfLVsGmT 6
195 nPLLPGYSFNlyLVAGLT 10
177 DPLkPGYnFdAHLVAGLT 8
124 nPLLPGYqFgsyLVAGcT 8
175 DPLkPGYpFNAHLVAGiT 10
167 sPLmrrftFNAfmVsGfT 10

nce, whereas lowercase residues are different.
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arabinose. Those homologs, which are located in
their genomes immediately adjacent to genes that
are also homologous to the genes coding for the
E. coli proteins for the uptake and catabolism of
arabinose, almost surely are regulators that respond
to arabinose, however. The plus arabinose structures
of the N-terminal arms of many of these proteins are
likely to be highly similar to the structure of theE. coli
arm.
Table 2 shows those presumptive arabinose-

responding AraC homologs whose N-terminal arm
is different from the E. coli arm, their sequences, and
their foldability. As can be seen, most fold very well
to the E. coli plus arabinose arm structure. To
support our contention that foldability to the native
AraC arm structure is biologically relevant, we also
tested (Table 3) the foldability of random sequences
and pseudo arm sequences based on the E. coli arm
sequence. The pseudo arm sequences were generat-
ed by replacing each residue with a probability
of 0.225 (the frequency of sequence variation in
Table 2) with a randomly chosen residue. None of
the random sequences shows any tendency to fold
to the AraC arm structure, and even the slightly
randomized AraC arm sequences show a dramati-
cally reduced foldability. We thus conclude that it is
highly likely that foldability to the arm structure as
calculated by our Rosetta-based algorithm is bio-
logically relevant.
Table 3. The foldability of arms with sequences different
from those of the N-terminal arm of E. coli AraC

Identifiera Sequenceb Holo foldabilityc

Ranaa1 ifaetfktngpimiyaLT 0
Ranaa2 iikpiatmneptaygfLT 0
Ranaa3 tfiaiafmftenikpypT 0
Ranaa4 DyetfqhmvpkacswnLT 0
Ranaa5 nqfshevatpcykmwlLT 0
Ranaa6 anktspqvmweHLfycdT 0
Sim1 DPkLwGYSFNAcLsAiLT 2
Sim2 DPLnkGYSFNAmLVAGfT 7
Sim3 DdLLPGYkFNAHLVAGLT 8
Sim4 DwLePGYmeNAHLVmtrT 0
Sim5 DPLwPGYSFNAHLVAaLT 7
Sim6 DvLLlGYSFNAHLVAGLT 9
Sim7 nqLLPfYrFNAlLVAGLT 2
Sim8 DPLwdGYgFNAHLssGLT 6
Sim9 DPLLPfYSFNAHLVAGLT 7
Sim10 cPpLPGYlFNAHLVAGLT 9
Sim11 DPLLPGlSFNpHLVArLT 0
Sim12 DPyLPGlSFNpHLVArLT 0

The first 6 random sequences are of Ranaa; each residue was
chosen at random from the 20 amino acids. The sequences of the
final 12 (Sim) are the E. coli sequences in which each residue, with
a probability of 0.225, was replaced with a randomly chosen
residue from the 20 amino acids.

a Sequences Ranaa1–Ranaa13 were generated using Protein
Sequence Randomizer with a random input sequence (http://
www. cellbio l. com/scr ip ts/r andomizer/ sequ ence_r andomizer .
html). Sequences Ranaa4–Ranaa6 were generated using RandSeq
with equal composition for all amino acids (http://www.expasy.

b Residues in uppercase are the same as in the E. coliN-terminal
arm, whereas those in lowercase are different.

c As defined in Materials and Methods.

ch/tools/randseq.html).
Discussion

A major challenge in the biological sciences is
predicting the folded structure of an arbitrary amino
acid sequence.24–28 When extraordinary computa-
tional and intellectual efforts are expended, “suc-
cessful” structure predictions currently seem to be
made for about 50% of the “new” sequences
attempted.29–31 Can comparatively modest efforts
with the samemachinery as is employed in structure
prediction challenges be usefully applied to any
other important problems? One possibility is the
functional analysis of mutant proteins. This problem
is related to protein structure prediction but is
different in important ways. Many mutations pro-
duce only small and local effects and do not
dramatically alter the overall structure of a protein.32

Nonetheless, some of these mutant proteins retain
enzymatic activity and others lose a significant
fraction of their normal activity. At present, it is
very difficult in most cases to relate structural or
stability changes to changes in enzymatic activity.8–10

Not surprisingly then, the few successful computa-
tional analyses of mutant proteins have been
confined to calculations of the stability of the mutant
proteins, not their activities.8,33–38

The AraC gene regulator from E. coli provides a
unique test case intermediate between de novo
protein structure prediction and predicting the
enzymatic activity of a mutant protein. As described
in Introduction, the 23 N-terminal amino acids of the
AraC gene regulator from E. coli play a key role in
determining whether AraC acts as a repressor or
whether it acts as a transcriptional activator of
transcription of the ara genes.5,14,17 In the repressing
state, when arabinose is absent, the arm possesses
one structure, the apo structure.23 When arabinose is
bound to the dimerization domain, the arm adopts
another structure, the holo structure,22 and AraC
shifts from repressing to inducing.
Several reasons therefore make a computational

study of AraC feasible for comparison with exper-
iment: First, it appears that only the arm, and not the
rest of the dimerization domain, shifts conformation
in response to arabinose. Thus, the computations
required may not be excessive. Second, it is the
ability of the arm to fold to the apo or holo structure
that determines whether the protein represses or
induces. That is, a calculated structure of the arm
can be used to predict the protein's function. Third,
the difference between the apo and holo structures is
substantial. Fourth, a large number of arm mutants
have been isolated, and their in vivo regulatory
properties have been characterized. Thus, a sizeable
number of comparisons may be made between
experiment and computation.
Structure prediction of the arm of AraC is

challenging, however, because neither the holo
structure nor the apo structure possesses regions of
regular secondary structure. Normally, the struc-
tures of such regions are muchmore easily predicted
than those of loop regions. In fact, only loop regions
of 13 residues or shorter are regularly correctly

http://www.cellbiol.com/scripts/randomizer/sequence_randomizer.html
http://www.cellbiol.com/scripts/randomizer/sequence_randomizer.html
http://www.cellbiol.com/scripts/randomizer/sequence_randomizer.html
http://www.expasy.ch/tools/randseq.html
http://www.expasy.ch/tools/randseq.html
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predicted.39,40 Furthermore, loops are structurally
more constrained than the arm of AraC, because in
typical unstructured loops, the location of both ends
is specified, constraining the possible conforma-
tions, whereas for the arm of AraC, the position of
only one end is specified.
Previous computational studies of mutant pro-

teins have used stability calculations to predict the
effect of a mutation on binding.41 We tried a similar
technique in which the residue of interest was
altered and the energy of the protein was minimized
and noted. This scheme gave poor results; only the
regulatory behaviors of 2 of 17 mutants were
correctly predicted. Most likely, the poor perfor-
mance of this method results from the fact that it is
the energy differences between the two folded states
and the unfolded state of the AraC arm that
determine its behavior, not the free energy differ-
ence between the wild-type and mutant structures.
It was necessary to show that a computational

algorithm could correctly fold the arm of the wild-
type sequence to its correct structures before
predicting the folding properties of mutant arms.
In the absence of arabinose, the arm should fold to
the known apo structure, and in the presence of
arabinose, the arm should fold to the known holo
structure. Preliminary experiments showed that
these goals were achievable when the structures
from which folding operations began were not too
distant from the holo or apo structures and when the
remainder of the dimerization domain was present.
In contrast to the situation for the holo structure,
reconstruction of the apo structure did not require
the presence of arabinose. It is interesting to note
that in the crystal lattices from which the apo
structure was determined, the arm makes one
intrasubunit interaction. Computational reconstruc-
tion of the apo arm structure did not require the
presence of this interaction, however.
Attempting to refold a partially unfolded arm did

remarkably well in predicting the arabinose re-
sponse of mutant sequences. A total of 43 mutants
was examined for their ability to fold to the apo
structure in the absence of arabinose and to fold the
holo structure in the presence of arabinose. The in
vivo regulatory behavior (i.e., the level of expression
of the ara genes induced by the mutant proteins in
the absence and in the presence of arabinose) had
also been measured. Because several folding beha-
viors of the arm can produce the same constitutive in
vivo regulatory response, the structure predictions of
only 17 of the mutants could be directly compared
with the in vivo regulatory behavior. The remaining
26 mutants were used as controls to ensure that the
computational prediction algorithm was not biased
toward always folding to the correct structure.
Those for which the computational results can be
directly compared with experimentally measured
behavior are the mutants that show further induc-
tion upon the addition of arabinose. Such mutant
proteins ought to fold to the holo structure in the
presence of arabinose. Sixteen of the 17 mutants
displayed this behavior in the computations. If there
were no connection between arabinose inducibility
and the correct arm folding, the probability that, by
chance, 16 of 17 would have been correctly predicted
is 0.005.
The close correspondence that we found between

the computational predictions and the in vivo
regulatory behavior of AraC demonstrates that in
special situations structure prediction can now be
used to answer questions beyond determining the
specific fold of a particular sequence. In our case, the
energy differences between the two folded states of
the N-terminal arm of AraC are small. AraC controls
gene activity over a dynamic range of about 300—
that is, the induced level of gene activity is around
300 times the uninduced level. The free energy
differences between the “off” and “on” states are
then about RTln(300)=3.4 kcal/mol, considerably
less than the 10 kcal/mol that is typical for the
stabilities of folded proteins.7 AraC is, in fact,
dimeric, and depending on the details of DNA
looping, the 3.4 kcal/mol may be shared equally
between the protein's subunits.
We would expect that most homologs of AraC

that also control gene expression in response to
arabinose would possess N-terminal arms that
fold to close to the same structure as the E. coli
N-terminal arm. This is so. On the other hand,
random sequences of the same length as the arm
ought not to possess any tendency to fold to the plus
arabinose structure, and indeed, they do not.
Finally, and as expected if the plus arabinose arm
structure has biological relevance and our algorithm
is correctly predicting this structure, at a low
probability, randomly substituting residues of the
E. coli arm sequence with randomly chosen residues
yields arms with considerably reduced tendency
to fold.
Altogether, our findings show that the refold-

ability, when performed in the context of the
remainder of the AraC protein, of a sequence to
the known structure of the N-terminal arm of the
E. coli AraC protein possesses a strikingly high
correlation to the sequence's biological activity. In
short, we found that computational prediction of
folded structure can be applied to problems in
which the energy differences between structures are
relatively small. Despite the success on predicting
the behavior of AraC, considerable improvement in
computational analysis of structure–function is still
necessary. Only in rare cases is it likely that dramatic
changes in structure occur and that understanding
of the mechanism is sufficiently advanced to relate
such structural changes to activity changes. In our
case, prediction failed once in 17 times, and
prediction accuracy is likely to be lower in harder
problems.
An interesting related question is that posed by

the class of mutants in which our algorithm predicts
an absence of apo arm structure. Superficially, such
mutants ought to be unable to repress in the absence
of arabinose and therefore will activate transcription
in the absence of arabinose (be constitutive).
Therefore, in addition to using the algorithm to
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fold all the mutant arms to the holo structure in the
presence of arabinose, we also used the algorithm to
fold the arms to the apo structure in the absence of
arabinose. Onemutant that we predicted not to form
the apo structure was however found experimen-
tally not to be constitutive. One attractive possibility
is that when the DNA binding domain is present, as
it is in vivo but not in the structure predictions of this
mutant, its presence helps the arm to fold. Hence, in
the absence of the DNA binding domain, a situation
analogous to what was calculated, the arm ought to
be unfolded. This prediction is experimentally
testable.
The ability of computational methods to refold the

two arm structures of AraC strongly suggests that
they are biologically relevant. Because the arm is not
an integral part of a globular domain, it could
legitimately be feared that crystal lattice interactions
might have forced the arm into positions or
structures dissimilar to those normally adopted by
the arm. The structure prediction results presented
here diminish concerns of this nature that the crystal
structures are misleading.
The high fraction of mutants successfully pre-

dicted in this study not only indicates that compu-
tational methods can be applied to the analysis of
mutant behavior but also means that the mechanis-
tic model of AraC that was used, the light-switch
mechanism, is likely to encompass the major part of
the protein's regulatory behavior. Specifically, this
means that our protocol of holding the structure of
residues 24–166 fixed and allowing only residues
7–23 to vary provides a close approximation to the
behavior of the regulatory essentials of the protein.
The high level of success also suggests that careful
biochemical and computational analysis of the
single failure out of 17 cases in which the compu-
tational prediction did not match behavior may
yield deeper understanding of the biochemistry
and/or the computations.
In summary, we have shown that computational

structure prediction is highly successful in predict-
ing in vivo regulatory behaviors of AraC mutants
and related sequences. In two cases of a superficial
discrepancy between predictions and experimental
results, it is possible that interactions between the
DNA binding domain and the arm of AraC stabilize
the arm structure. This possibility can be directly
tested with laboratory experiments.
Materials and Methods

The presence of a ligand during the calculations with
the holo structure is modeled after the RosettaLigand
protocol.42 In the case of N-terminal arm folding, the
ligand is parameterized and input from a file and remains
fixed for the duration of the simulation. The scoring
function takes into account the atoms in the ligand for
energy calculations.43,44 The RMSD is calculated over all
Cα atoms in the protein as described previously.43

Simulations for structure prediction of the N-terminal
arm start from the crystal structure of either the holo
conformation or the apo conformation, in which idealized
bond lengths and angles have been substituted,43 and side
chains are replaced with rotamer approximations.45

Mutants were generated by appropriate alteration of the
side chain. These preprocessed native crystal structures
(Protein Data Bank codes 2arc22 and 1xja23 for the holo
structure and the apo structure, respectively) are input
into Rosetta, and the arm is unfolded by varying each of
the 34 φ and ψ angles of the arm from the native values by
Gaussian-distributed values with a standard deviation of
20 degrees.
From the unfolded structure, refolding is achieved by

altering the φ and ψ coordinates of only residues 7–23 of
the protein during a standard Rosetta conformation
search. Additionally, the rotamers of these N-terminal
residues and those within 10 Å of them are also altered. As
indicated in the figure, the three steps are as follows: (1)
make a move, (2) minimize energy by variation of relevant
degrees of freedom, and (3) accept all move+minimization
operations that lower the energy and accept moves that
increase the energy with a probability P given by the
Boltzmann distribution, P=e−ΔE/kT, whereΔE is the energy
difference between the current and trial conformations, k is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature.
Refolding combines “small moves” (φ and ψ of residue i

are perturbed), “shear moves” (φ of residue i−1 and ψ of
residue i are perturbed in equal magnitudes and opposite
directions), Davidon–Fletcher–Powell conjugate gradient
minimization,46 and line minimization46 in a procedure
that yields diverse sampling. Supplementary Fig. 1 shows
the order and number of cycles used during the refolding
procedure. The complete protocol was used 1000 times,
resulting in 1000 candidate structures for examination.
With current 3-GHz processors, generation of 1000 folded
structures requires 5 CPU-days.
Foldability is defined as the number of the 10 lowest

energy refolded structures that are within 0. 5-Å RMSD of
the original structure. A sequence is considered to refold
correctly if its foldability is 7 or greater. Initially, two of the
authors separately did blind examinations (no knowledge
of the experimental activity for any of the mutants) of the
plots to determine which mutants could be considered to
correctly fold to the native structure. These subjective
classifications showed striking agreement, and the objec-
tive measure of considering an arm to fold if its foldability
is 7 or greater most closely paralleled the subjective
classifications.
The protocol for structure prediction of the N-terminal

arm of AraC has been incorporated into the Rosetta
software suite and generalized for use with any protein of
known structure for which n residues of the wild-type or
mutant sequence at the N-terminus are to be partially
unfolded and then refolded a specified number of times.
The source code for this work will be available through
Rosetta Commons at no cost to academic researchers in
the next release of Rosetta.
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